
WHO WE ARE
WE ARE CONTENT DELIVERY EXPERTS. 

QuickSeries Publishing is a team of editors, designers, 
programmers and account managers who are 
passionate about creating innovative communication 
solutions that enrich lives and communities.



OUR CONTENT
IS ENGAGING AND RELIABLE. 

Our editors are skilled researchers and writers who make complex information 
clear, concise and easy to read. Our subject matter expertise is built on our 
dedication to getting it right and over 25 years of experience. 

 ´ We partner with licensors and industry experts  
who review and endorse our content. 

 ´ We update our guides regularly so that  
our content is always current  
and accurate. 

OUR CONTENT
IS FLEXIBLE.

All our content can be customized and adapted to 
many platforms and formats. With QuickSeries® 

print and digital solutions, successful messaging 
is easier than ever to achieve. 



OUR CONTENT
Our vast library of content can be used as is or adapted  
to our clients’ messaging and branding

Over 1,500 titles to choose from

CLIENT CONTENT 
We edit and polish our clients’ content for professional  
and effective communication with your audience

LICENSED CONTENT 
Hundreds of our eGuides are endorsed by our  
15 accreditation partners 

CONTENT
OUR PRODUCT LINE



PRINT SOLUTIONS 

PLATFORMS

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS 

Signature Pocket Guides 

Engaging, practical and easy-to-use  
guides for durable reference in the  
field, office or classroom 

Program Outreach 

A variety of formats to deliver brief  
messaging and capture the  
reader’s attention 

eGuides  

Interactive electronic guides to offer a  
dynamic reading experience  

Modular App Systems  

Fully integrated mobile app and  
portal systems that program  

managers can use to broadcast  
information to target audiences 



RELIABLE 
CONTENT

Posters Calendars

Pocket Guides

Pamphlets

MagnetsWallet Cards

Modular App 
Systems 

eGuides
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OUR REVIEW 
& APPROVAL 

PROCESS

WE DRAFT 
Our in-house content team 
creates a fully designed draft 
of a proposed guide. 

YOU REVIEW 
We send you a PDF for 
review and approval. 

WE DELIVER 
You provide your comments 
and edits, which we 
incorporate into the final 
product. 

We make it easy for our licensing 
partners to review and approve 

QuickSeries® guides.

QuickSeries® takes full responsibility 
for all aspects of publishing new 

titles. Our team takes care of the 
writing and editing, graphic design, 

production and inventory. 

All our titles are incorporated into all 
our possible sales channels.



SHRM HR 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Objectives & benefits

System structure

App feature highlights

Portal features

SHRM benefits

App modules



HR Managers

WORKPLACE

INFORMATION

EXCHANGE

 ´ Digestible

 ´ Engaging

 ´ Dynamic

 ´ Easy

 ´ Efficient

 ´ Tracking

 ´ Compliance

 ´ Analytics

 ´ ROI

APP PORTAL
HR Managers & Managers

MOBILE 
APP

Teams & 
Employees

OBJECTIVES  
& BENEFITS
The QS/SHRM HR app provides 
a next-generation solution for 
the frictionless exchange of 
information between managers 
and employees. Supporting 
engagement and efficiency, the 
app puts people at its center and 
builds workplace satisfaction, 
productivity and wellness. 



BENEFITS FOR SHRM
The QS/SHRM HR app provides a next-
generation solution for the frictionless 
exchange of information between 
managers and employees. Supporting 
engagement and efficiency, the app puts 
people at its center and builds workplace 
satisfaction, productivity and wellness. 



BENEFITS FOR HR MANAGERS

HR managers are faced with pressing issues on many fronts. The SHRM HR app and 
portal system simplifies information delivery and gives managers the leadership tools 
needed to help their workplace thrive in today’s fast-paced world of change. 

Content Delivery & Collection

Schedule and track the delivery 
of content, such as:

1. Workplace policies   

2. Anonymous reporting, surveys  
and 360-evaluation forms

3. Employee onboarding documents 

Engagement and Workplace Health

Measure engagement and assess workplace health with:

1. Results of surveys, reports

2. Goal setting

3. Data analytics

Track compliance and ROI  
with settings, such as:

1. Signature after reading

2. Anonymous submission

3. Specific recipients



BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYEES

The QuickSeries-SHRM HR app is built around the employee 
experience to foster engagement and pride. With immediate, 
on-the-go connection to colleagues and supervisors, employees 
feel like part of the team, wherever they are.  The app ensures 
employees have convenient access to the information they need 
and a way to speak up and be heard. 

1. Need-to-know SHRM-licensed eGuides

2. Report forms and pulse surveys

3. Team events

4. Fun social space

5. Kudos and trophies



APP 
MODULES 
The App and Portal go hand-in-hand. Just 
as modern workplaces are striving to move 
away from a top-down approach, the HR 
app creates opportunities for two-way 
conversations and matrixed interactions that 
build connections, foster a climate of trust 
and promote healthy organizational culture.


